
Throwing House is a handsome refurbished two-storey building set at the heart 
of the Severn Street site. Designed by G. B. Ford and built in 1877, its imposing 
exterior signals its importance to the Royal Worcester Porcelain Company:  
it was here that the bone china vessels were ‘thrown’ on potters’ wheels.

The 5,208 sq ft (484 sq m) of high specification flexible office space  
arranged over two floors is divided between two large, open-plan offices to 
the front of the building and offices to the rear. The highly distinctive interior 
benefits from the retention of slim cast iron columns, an original feature that 
has been retained.

Throwing House offers a dynamic working environment, with plenty of natural 
light and allocated parking.
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These particulars are not an o�er or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Knight Frank LLP nor Halls Commercial in the particulars or by word of 
mouth or in writing (‘information’) as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Knight Frank LLP nor Humberts Ltd have any authority  

to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or lessor(s).

The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only.

Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been  
obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been properly dealt with and that all information is correct.

The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. July 2011.

Ground Floor 
2,400 sq ft  223 sq m

First Floor
2,808 sq ft  261 sq m

Total Net Internal Area
5,208 sq ft  484 sq m

–  Many existing and unusual  
period features retained

–  High quality finishes throughout

–  Comfort cooling

–  Full access raised floor

–  Intelligent lighting, designed to 
assist in achieving LG7 compliance

– Impressive entrance and reception

– Passenger lift

– WC and shower facilities

– Car parking
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